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Longtime NBC correspondent, Garrick Utley was interviewed about his experiences covering the Vietnam
war.

He was the first full time television reporter in Vietnam arriving before the Tonkin Gulf incident that propelled
the growth of the War. He left Vietnam in 1965,.
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when were you in Vietnam what years probably the best time in Vietnam it was from mid 1964 to the end of
65 I arrived just a few weeks before the Tonkin incidents so it was from that period of the political
involvement the governmental instability through the whole American escalation and involvement and it was
only 18 months but it was I think really the critical 18 months in Vietnam what were relations like between the
press and the military at that time it was a very small press corps until the American troops started to arrive
in numbers in early 1965 you could get the American journalists around one table for lunch if you wanted to
and we often did and there are very few government American government information people there Barry's
artheon was the principal spokesman he was a civilian with USIA and we would meet informally with him five
o'clock each afternoon that small group eventually turned into the famous five o'clock follies when there were
dozens and even hundreds of journalists there and on the whole there was a very informal relationship
slightly adversarial in some instances because the government was trying to put the best face on its position
in Vietnam the journalists are trying to find the story but I think the key element there in defining the
relationship Cleave was that from the very beginning we had nobility you could travel through South Vietnam
you could travel in military helicopters or transport planes you could talk to anybody you wanted to so in that
key respect it was a very good place to work but that changed later on I understand that mobility did not not
really you were limited sometimes by whether there was space on planes as the number of Americans in
Vietnam just soared to astronomical Heights but once you were accredited as you had to be not only with the
Vietnamese government but with McVie the American command and Vietnam you were authorized to travel
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on planes you could literally leave your hotel room inside down in the morning and go out and be in the
middle of the war by noontime and come back to town in the evening and that I think was the key element
you did have direct access to the story the physical events which were
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the story the physical events which were happening if you wanted it you didn't have all access not naturally
to all of the secrets that were going on but you could get to the front line and you didn't have the censorship
and the next question is what kind of censorship existed any at all the only censorship we had in Vietnam
was a censorship on the tactical movements of military units that is we and all journalists understood this we
were not allowed to designate that a unit was moving point A to point B or what the unit number was or the
size of the force was until the battle was well underway and it was public knowledge certainly knowledge the
Vietcong of the North Vietnamese that was the only censorship and of course the decision that was debated
by the American authorities at the beginning was is that enough or should we try to impose full censorship on
a world war two in World War two it I worked at war as you know and we had to hand it in to censors who
were working in Australia went through the Australian sensors in the u.s. censors - you didn't have to slip it in
through a window somewhere before you filed it was it self-censorship there was it was self-censorship to
the extent that we knew what was out of bounds that we couldn't report on unit designations on the tactical
statistics or facts of a battle and we all accepted that because that would have endangered men but there
was no other censorship whatsoever and I think the government debated long and hard on this and they
realized that there was no way in this kind of a war that was developing to impose formal censorship and in
hindsight some people have said that was wrong from the government's point of view but it seemed that
once journalists had the opportunity to travel through South Vietnam it would been very difficult to put the lid
on the kettle many of many of us have the impression that that the relationship between the military and the
press really deteriorated in well it depends on how
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deteriorated in well it depends on how you defined the military in terms of the official position that was being
put out there has always been an adversarial relationship and there was tension because whether it was
people in the embassy or trying to tell you how stable the new government of the day was or whether it was
the generals and headquarters trying to tell you how well the war was going obviously journalists were
skeptical you just look around and see the evidence for yourself so in that sense yes there was tension and it
did to tear and the official brief means very office very often became almost circus-like because you just
didn't believe what was being said but if you talk about the relationship at a deeper more important sense it
endured it survived I'm talking about when you were out in the field and you were talking with the GIS or
you're talking with a captain or the major who was an advisor to a South Vietnamese unit if you're out there
spending the day walking through the fields of the Mekong Delta up in the highlands around Pleiku and you
shared the danger and the hardship these soldiers would open up to you and they would tell you what they
thought what they experienced what they were going through and they gave you the most invaluable
information and perspective on the real conditions of the war so I prefer to look at the experience they're
journalists and military as between the working reporter and the working soldier if you will and that did
endure and that was good what happened back in Saigon very often was bad but under the circumstances it
was perhaps understandable and inevitable I had some thoughts in covering a war about about the the pain
of war and the cost of war and the folly of war and I think all of us are constantly reminded that when we're
out there and I'm wondering that in reporting and writing or broadcasting your story if you've been able to
divorce yourself from this does that bother you at all you cannot divorce yourself from what you were
experiencing pray particularly in a wartime situation in Vietnam the cameramen the reporters newspaper
people were out there they saw what was going
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were out there they saw what was going on you cannot divorce yourself from the horror of it war is war at the
same time yes you you have to analyze it you have to analyze the events televisions highest power I think is
to communicate experience in Vietnam it did that brilliantly every night but there was also responsibility to try
to put it in context to explain what was going on and this frankly just required as you know I'm sure the kind
of journalistic discipline that you had to say all right people here we are showing you this operation but what
is the importance of this operation what is the context in which it is being conducted is there a sense to it or
is it just nonsense and that simply comes under the heading the professional discipline you know Garrick
during the war I heard people say here during the Vietnam War well I saw the war I turned it off and went to
another program and I'm wondering about that during the during the reporting and that you were doing out
there if you ever felt that what you were doing was viewed as purely entertainment here at Home
Entertainment perhaps in the broadest context in the sense that it's difficult always to find an exact mark
between entertainment and information people watch news programs because it informs them but it also
entertained them in the sense that they are curious on what's going on in the world and I think I looked at it in
that broad and that broad sense yes we were aware that there was a competitive pressure between the
network's because of we had a story in CBS didn't have it they got a rocket or a telegram from the Home
Office and vice versa but just one anecdote which I found interesting and perhaps even a bit shocking about
the images of war on television as seen on the screen and as seen in life in the latter days of Vietnam in the
late 60s when the American presence was very large half a million men and more they had an American
television network Armed Forces Radio would was there in television they showed American television
programs and some of the American visors were the arvin the South Vietnamese unit said
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arvin the South Vietnamese unit said they were having difficulty keeping the troops in the field on Thursday
afternoons really until sundown because they wanted to get back to the base camp in order to see combat
on television and seen those American soldiers going after the Germans in World War two now here was the
height of a ridiculous situation the South Vietnamese soldier saying I want to go back from my operation
facing the Vietcong to watch combat on television but that is indeed what happened in many units and that is
one of the ironic twists of what television brought to this war and did in this war well we both know that if we
got a a good firefight on camera we got a lot of action and you got it back to to the editors in New York they
were not unhappy about it were they they were happy loved it they loved it the producer would come in every
morning at the height of the war and say what do we have from Vietnam tonight if they had a story he felt at
least he had a peg for the program and the danger was as you say that this could tend to dominate the
program to the exclusion of other kinds of reporting and did it dominate did it the fact that the editor liked it
and you knew he liked it did it affect in any way the the way you were covering it with the camera out there
did you go looking for action and hoping for action all the time oh absolutely I personally didn't because I left
at the end of 1965 because I saw clearly which way the story was going and it was becoming a war story but
you're absolutely right the number one priority for better or for worse in Vietnam was to go out and cover the
major battles the American involvement to see the American at war now you can argue that that was in a
way a bit sensational the television pictures or war pictures are the most powerful thing you could put on the
television screen that is true there was also a legitimate journalistic rationale for that and that is there were at
that time 180,000 Americans that went up to a half a million Americans and the number one duty of an
American television network is to report on what these men are going through so there was a both
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are going through so there was a both the journalistic rationale rationalization for that but also the
competitive pressures and the impact of television was self-evident did you get any pressure from the editors
to to concentrate on that sort of thing yes and that it frankly is one of the reasons I decided to leave I
remember once a producer back in New York a very good producer we're discussing various subjects by a
telex and I suggested this one on the information program the hearts and minds campaign he said those are
fine stories do them if you can find time between the battle stories so it was clear where the priority was now
we tend to criticize that and I think there is a room for criticism because at times the balance was lost in war
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coverage in Vietnam at the same time you can argue that the primary story was that of the American soldier
fighting and bleeding and dying in Vietnam and that had to be covered I was hauled back right out of the out
of New Guinea during World War two to Chicago to cover the Democratic National Convention and I came
back I went through a state of shock I was life was going on as usual and I was a little annoyed in fact it crept
into my reporting I believe you know other people in Everett hold life as usual played politics when all that is
going on in the Pacific and like they took me off the air and decided maybe I'd better get back to the field did
you have this feeling when you came back that no one really cared about what was going on out there well
you didn't even have to come back to the United States you had the situation where you could come in from
the field back to Saigon shower up and have your gin and tonic and a nice dinner and everybody was aware
of the war certainly in Saigon but they weren't necessarily aware of it precisely what was going on in the field
so you had that dichotomy and that shock then when you came back to the United States no I wouldn't say
that I was shocked that people weren't interested in that they were interested in it was the number one
subject of conversation but I think the problem
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conversation but I think the problem that any journalist faced and even more so any GI returning veteran has
faced is how do you explain it mm-hmm you know that from World War two how do you explain what it was
like television gave us a hint but nothing more than a hint and the answer is you cannot explain it well it has
been said that television showed the terribleness war resulting in the cynicism of the young people here I'm
wondering if we did not become inured to violence by watching it I'm sure all kind of research studies have
been done on this I can't say for certain yes I think there is something in that not just in terms of Vietnam that
it becomes routine and anything that becomes routine tends to numb the senses we have seen violence in
the Middle East we have gone through what's happened in Beirut in those 1970's and more recently and all
these pictures tend to look alike very often and there may be something to it that's purely a subjective feeling
I cannot give you any statistical proof of that do you think that our free press in a democracy will make us
unable to fight a war I think that's the basic question we face I think as we look at this conference at Vietnam
look back on Vietnam as the title indicates we reconsider Vietnam one of the key areas we haven't even
begun to approach in terms of defining what we should do is how do we cover a future war now the military
will John its experience in Vietnam and say this is what we did wrong this is what we did right politicians
State Department CIA analysts may do the same thing but I do not know of any decision or study that has
been made as to how do we handle information and television coverage of a future war it may take place in
the Persian Gulf you may have the rapid deployment force going off there one day if the Saudi family is
overthrown what do we do and then the one hand you can
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do we do and then the one hand you can say after Vietnam it's impossible to impose total censorship at the
same time you can argue there are some cases where there is an overwhelming national need to have
secrecy witness the British in the Falkland Islands then I'd only had secrecy and censorship but they
admitted the military admitted they deliberately misled journalists in order to midlet mislead the Argentine
government there was no press coverage permitted beginning at least that board would not have continued
as long as it did if there had been press coverage I think most people would agree and then if you synthesize
that I think the debate is gonna have to boil down to on the one hand open coverage like Vietnam is very
important because it brings home to the American people not just the whole the reality of what is happening
but a very close examination as to whether it's the right war in the right place at the right time now the danger
is that you may get into a situation when it is the right war or a necessary war being fought on the right place
over the right issues at the right time but that the picture of that war and that will still demoralize American
support for what's going on now I do not have the definition or the exact answer for it but that is the problem
we face now the gehrig there's another side to that coin in some people believe that because of the
reportage that is done by television the manner in which it shows the terrible illness of the war that the public
develops a tolerance to that sort of thing do you agree perhaps because you see such an amount of violence
and entertainment programs on television today but I think the public still perceives or I hope the public still
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understands the difference between violence and some police show of police cars chasing each other and
the real thing whether it is a Vietnam or whether it is the Middle East or whether it is somewhere else art and
reality are coming closer together and they are starting to imitate each other there's no question about that
and television is the common medium or conveyor of this
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the common medium or conveyor of this all I can say is that I hope that they two never do blend and people
do understand the difference perhaps what it comes down to is if there is a good intellectual core of reason
for a war a good reason for a war if one ever existed perhaps then people would engage or participate it has
to be the cause has to be clear black and whites as has existed or we at least believed in exist in the world
war two would you agree I would agree on that whether it's something clearly cut like World War two or the
British had an easier job in the Falklands situation although there was tight censorship there but I think there
is no way that you can wage a war in the future like Vietnam in which the goals were never clearly defined
the raison d'être the rationale for being there with that investment was never clearly justified and that I think
is what public opinion saw through very early on and what led to they whole opposition to
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